
Celebrity Taste Test:                        
THE JUDGE: James Beard Award-winning chef Vincent Guerithault of Vincent’s on Camelback
WHEN & WHERE: Tuesday, June 18, at 2:30 p.m. at PHOENIX mag headquarters
THE RULES: Celebrating his 50th year in the restaurant business, French native Guerithault 
introduced Arizona to the concept of Southwestern fusion cuisine in the 1980s and helped light the 
fine-dining spark that transformed Valley dining as we know it. But the chef still likes a simple slice of 
pizza, which is why we borrowed his vaunted palate to evaluate specimens from eight local chains. 
Just pepperoni and cheese. Regular crust. No. 1 

SAUCE PIZZA & WINE
Guerithault, who moved to the U.S. 

in 1976 to work at legendary La 
Français in Chicago, is immediately 
impressed by the clean profile and 

texture of the chain’s single-serving 
pizzas. “Visually great... a little salty, 
but that could be from the peppero-

ni.” saucepizzaandwine.com

No. 5 
HUMBLE PIE

“Small pepperoni, but very salty,” 
the chef says of the popular neigh-
borhood chain’s distinctive Pavone 
deli pepperoni. Alternately, he liked 
the crust’s telltale wood-fired char 

and “good mozzarella.”  
humblepieusa.com

Quarterfinal  
Winner

SAUCE PIZZA & WINE
In a photo finish, Guerithault 

selects Sauce, in part because he 
likes the sauce – “just a little sweet, 

and some nice herbs.”

No. 3 
FIRED PIE

“This is more my type,” Guerithault 
says of the Chipotle-style you-call-

it pizza chain. “Thin crust, good 
crisp... maybe too much cheese. I 

like [Venetian-style] pizza, and this 
is kind of like that.” firedpie.com

Quarterfinal  
Winner
 FIRED PIE

In a victory for fast-casual volume 
dining, Guerithault selects Fired Pie 

– now with 17 Valley locations –  
to advance. 

No. 2 
OREGANO’S PIZZA BISTRO
Though he cooks in the French idiom 
– big, layered flavors and textures – 

Guerithault prefers a Spartan pie, with 
negligible crust and dairy. Hence, he 
loves the herbaceous quality of the 

Valleywide chain’s pizza and its eye-
pleasing pop, but says it has “maybe 

too much cheese.” oreganos.com

No. 4 
RAY’S PIZZA

The comfort-pie favorite (three 
Valleywide locations) doesn’t hold 

back on the cheese and fixings – and 
the chef doesn’t spare any criticism. 

“Ugh, too much meat and cheese 
and stuff. The least tasty. The least 

éleganté, refined.” rayspizzaaz.com

No. 6 
NYPD PIZZA

A favorite of the in-and-out lunch set, 
this Arizona chain now has 12 Valley 
locations, and wins Guerithault over 
with its pizza’s “good structure” and 
flecks of oregano. “No char, but nice 

herbs, and reasonable cheese.” 
aznypdpizza.com

Quarterfinal  
Winner

NYPD PIZZA
The chef opts for NYPD. Fun fact: 

The pizzeria purportedly treats 
the water used in its pizza dough 
to mimic the mineral qualities of 
that from the NYC watershed, to 
achieve perfect New Yorkitude.

No. 7 
BARRO’S PIZZA

“Too thick, too doughy, too much 
stuff,” the chef demurs. “I could only 
eat one slice.” Otherwise, the Valley 
mega chain, which currently boasts 
40 locations, performed well. “The 

taste is good.” barrospizza.com

No. 8 
SPINATO’S PIZZERIA

Guerithault takes an immediate shine 
to the revamped and expanding 

family-owned artisanal pizza chain. 
“Square. Different. Nice. More my 

style.” spinatospizzeria.com

Semifinal  
Winner
FIRED PIE

In a stunning upset, the 
chef chooses the DIY 

slice after much mastica-
tion. “Nice sauce, slightly 

tangy, not too sweet.”
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Semifinal Winner
SPINATO’S PIZZA

Guerithault is an austere soul at heart. “I like 
simple things.” Hence, he opts for the “less 

sweet” and supple interplay of crust and 
cheese of Spinato’s.

Quarterfinal  
Winner

SPINATO’S PIZZERIA
Now with five locations, Spinato’s wins 

over the chef, who lauds the “nice 
charring pattern” on the crust.  

“The best one so far.”

Champion!
SPINATO’S PIZZA

Ultimately, the assembly-line sturdi-
ness of Fired Pie proved its undoing. 

“It’s not as exciting,” Guerithault 
says, handing his top prize to Spi-

nato’s, with its “layered herb flavors” 
and “very nice cheese.” Will it be his 
new go-to? “Maybe,” he says. “I still 

like [Pizzeria] Bianco!”




